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PART I: 
THEORY
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SHARED PROBLEMS IN MARKETING
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Despite high hopes for budget recoveries after gruelling 2020, the marketing 
investments have not bounced back as fast as many marketers had hoped for. 

In fact, the marketing budgets dropped to 6.4% of overall company revenue in 
2021, down from 11% in 2020.

In 2022, marketers face three major challenges in climbing out of the pandemic: 
Proving marketing’s value, changing mission and scope, and prolonged 
budget constraints.

http://www.sellforte.com/
https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/marketing/documents/gartners_annual_cmo_spend_survey_2021_ebook.pdf


Proving Marketing’s Value
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Being able to put a reliable ROI-metric on each marketing investment will play a 
major role in who succeeds and who doesn’t in 2022.

How? Gartner’s annual CMO Spend Survey reveals that in addition to the overall 
budget cuts 2020-2021, CMOs across industry segments have shifted focus to 
performance marketing channels, and awareness-based channels such as offline 
advertising has taken the largest hit.

This implies that the need for measurement, agility and continuous optimization 
has never been higher.

That’s probably one reason you’ve downloaded this guide as well.

Let’s start by going through the basics.

http://www.sellforte.com/
https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/insights/articles/marketing-budgets-drop-to-lowest-levels-in-recent-history


ROMI MODELING 101

Marketing ROI or return-on-marketing-investment (ROMI) is a sub-metric of ROI that
measures the efficiency of a marketing campaign for the purpose of assisting better
decision-making for future investments.

It has mainly comprised of online marketing as globalization has made communication
more instantaneous through online marketing and because of web analytics,
companies have been able to accurately formulate their ROMI (or ROAS) and measure
the effectiveness of their online marketing campaign(s).

Simplistically, ROMI can be measured with the following equation:

Successfully done, ROMI modeling can provide answers to both strategic & tactical
questions:

6 | www.sellforte.com
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ROMI modeling use cases

ROMI modeling has more use cases than one would think, and it’s often mistakenly
thought as a job solely for marketing or finance department.

As marketing is often a trigger for ROMI modeling, it is important to remember that
ROMI modeling must always start its journey with business needs so that proper
implementation can be used afterwards. It is also noteworthy to mention with analysts
and IT in the early stages so that there is a bandwidth for continuous ROMI
measurement within the organization:

7 | www.sellforte.com

Tactical

1. Assisting in where to focus your
attention: long-term brand building
or sales focused activities. 

2. Opt for the best media investment level 
for each quarter & year

3. Historical analysis implies which
types of campaigns should deliver
the highest commercial outcome
for planned marketing budget 

4. Granular data of past media
performance helps to pick the best
media-mix for each campaign
5. Align the media spend during the
most profitable time 

6. Allocate media budget across
preferred media channels 

7. Select the best products, brands
and messages for each channel
and campaign
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ROMI ANALYTICS
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In a traditional sense of ROMI modeling, there have not been enough accuracy
pertaining to sales and media data. One of the advancements that recent
technological development has enabled is rectifying this with AI-based solutions that
are able to utilize vast amounts of sales and marketing data (assuming the data is in
a good shape).

Although not 100% accurate (unless the company has only a webstore and uses
purely online marketing), the modeling provides far more reliable results than what
traditional regression modeling and equivalent methods have been able to produce
with averaged sales data.

But wait, how on earth media channels can
be separated from each other in campaigns?

In most cases, various overlapping media channels are active during campaigns.
Same content is advertised in multiple channels at the same time, which makes
isolating each media’s impact feel like an impossible task.

But it can be done with e.g. time series analysis. Solving the challenge of
overlapping marketing activities requires either A/B -testing or at least 2-3 years of
historical data. The first option is more suitable for smaller & more agile companies,
while the latter suits larger entities that have the required amount of data at their
disposal.

In general, the goal is to recognize how specific item’s sales uplift changes when it’s
an in-store promotion vs. when it’s marketed in media (while excluding base sales).

http://www.sellforte.com/
https://www.tableau.com/learn/articles/time-series-analysis


Tactical & brand-building marketing campaigns
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Short-term tactical impact

The impacts shown in short-term tactical 
marketing are high uplifts in sales with a 
small response time/delay. It does not 
immediately impact long-term baseline 
growth and it’s usually promoted 
products. This attribution modeling helps 
credit marketing touch points in places 
like the customer’s purchase cycle and 
conversions.

Long-term brand impact

The effects of long-term impacts can be 
measured to gradually increase over time 
with each short-term impact elevating 
the standard baseline. Long-term 
marketing strategies may incorporate 
brand building and so monitoring the 
progressions of brand campaigns over a 
fixed period is important to determine its 
impacts. ROMI modeling provides high 
long-term impact with continuously 
improving optimization.

http://www.sellforte.com/


The ultimate goal: Explaining sales
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In most of the time there’s multiple marketing activities simultaneously going on 
at any given time. This makes it difficult to measure each activity as they are not 
isolated events, but they overlap and affect each other.

There’s a plethora of methods for attributing sales uplifts. Regardless of the 
approach, the objective for the marketing attribution should be the same – to 
define whether or not a specific campaign and/or investment was profitable, and 
what were the main drivers behind this outcome.

The goal is to discover what proportion of the sales 
uplift is driven by brand, promotions & ads

http://www.sellforte.com/
https://www.sellforte.com/blogs/best-marketing-attribution-models


DATA GRANULARITY IS THE KEY FOR RELIABLE 
RESULTS

As data quality is essential for a ROMI analysis, the more granular data you have 
the more detailed insights you can extract from the analysis.

For example, a marketer has a weekly marketing campaign, where each week a 
different item from a given category is chosen. One can see the uplift effect clearly
in the item-level sales figures. However, the category-level sales seem stagnant and
there is no hope of acquiring the same result from the category-level data:

However, as the graph below demonstrates, the signal is quite recognizable &
quantifiable once the sales impact is isolated on specific product set level. It is very
common for many digital media, like SEM & social media, to behave in a similar
fashion.

11 | www.sellforte.com

Total Weekly Sales

Isolated Sales Impact
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PART II:
PRACTICE
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CASE STUDIES

1. Fashion Retail

The client has a strong presence in both online and offline channels. Recent
years have, however, highlighted the need to constantly review the
channel & campaign effectiveness and ROI.

13 | www.sellforte.com

2. Specialty Retail

The client had an amazing growth rate during 2014-2018 (29% CAGR). In 2019, it 
wanted to analyse which marketing activities would maintain the great growth track.

3. Telecommunications

Finnish mobile service market has been heavily competed and impacted by 
changing customer behavior, resulting in the need to find new ways to package and 
market services.

4. Consumer-packaged goods

In recent years the client has invested in data-led solutions and partnerships. 
Previous years have highlighted the need for agile testing & learning culture. 

http://www.sellforte.com/
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Fashion retail – Case C&A

Situation

C&A has a strong presence in both online and 
offline channels. 

Recent years have, however, highlighted the need 
to constantly review the channel & campaign 
effectiveness and ROI.

Objective

C&A wanted to improve the effectiveness of 
marketing and promotions by measuring them on 
a continuous basis.

Client feedback

“It really creates impact. Over the last few weeks 
we have reworked our entire marketing budget for 
next year using the Sellforte insights. We’re pretty 
sure that this will increase the effectiveness and 
the ROI of our investments compared to the 
original plan.”

http://www.sellforte.com/
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Specialty retail – Case Musti

Situation

Musti had an amazing growth rate during 
2014-2018 (29% CAGR). 

In 2019, Musti wanted to analyse which 
marketing activities would maintain the great 
growth track.

Objective

Musti’s commercial team wanted to 
understand on one hand what are the main 
drivers behind media ROI, and on the other 
hand align the promotional strategy & 
activities with sustainable growth plan.

Results

Cooperation led to +1,4 M€ margin uplift on 
yearly level, more than doubling the margin 
growth rate. Moreover, understanding the 
optimal media mix for Musti and proving the 
results with hard data enabled +30% increase 
in the marketing budget

http://www.sellforte.com/
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Telecommunications – Case MOI

Situation

Finnish mobile service market has been 
heavily competed and impacted by changing 
customer behavior, resulting in the need to 
find new ways to package and market 
services.

Objective

MOI wanted to understand how media 
efficiency changes after updating 
productization. Additionally, it was interested 
to discover new media channels that would 
support the current media mix.

Client feedback

“Sellforte is our trusted partner in understanding marketing effectiveness: we get 
KPIs and facts about how different changes impact media efficiency. Sellforte
results have thus given us the extra push to make further improvements to the 
productization and media. 

At the same time Sellforte modeling also works as a starting point for discussions 
and negotiations with media service providers to find the best working solution to 
maximize our sales.”

http://www.sellforte.com/
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CPG – Case Benecol

Situation

In recent years Benecol® has invested in data-led 
solutions and partnerships. Previous years have 
highlighted the need for agile testing & learning 
culture. 

Objective

Benecol® was interested in determining its 
marketing activities’ ROI in UK on ongoing basis 
that would enable agile data-driven decision 
making from different perspectives: Across media 
channels, trade marketing activities, retailers and 
product categories. 

Results

Data-driven marketing changes in the first 4 
months of cooperation increased ROI by 26%. 
Monthly updates on marketing performance allow 
Raisio-Benecol to continuously review and 
improve its marketing effectiveness and efficiency.

http://www.sellforte.com/


ROMI SOLUTION ALTERNATIVES

Solution 1: In-house

Pros:
- Your team has a deep understanding of your data
- Maximal customization capabilities
- To keep all of the data within the company

Price:
- Experienced staff of Data Scientists and/or analytics experts
- Software developer team to transform the findings into actionable insights
- Developing comprehensive in-house marketing analytics system costs a lot

Who is it for
- Companies that can’t (for one reason or another) provide data to external partners
- Companies that have large amount of resources to invest in developing in-house 
capabilities over longer period of time
- Small companies that can’t afford media agency modeling

18 | www.sellforte.com

Solution 2: Media Agencies

Pros:
- A partner that is taking lead of the process
- Compared to in-house excel, more data and knowledge to build on
- Expertise on media industry (usually the agencies have run hundreds of 
modelings)

Price:
- Usually pretty decent price for one modeling, that covers most costs
- More frequent modeling becomes expensive quickly

Who is it for
- For companies with basic media mix and modest media investments
- For companies that seek quick one-off snapshot to their marketing campaigns

http://www.sellforte.com/


Solution 3: Consultants

Pros:
- Clear recommendations for next actions
- Comprehensive analysis & trustworthy results
- Results-driven team
- Objectivity

Price:
- Consultant agencies’ projects come with a hefty six-figures price tag
- The effort of usually starting a new project, sometimes even completely from 
scratch

Who is it for
- Companies in difficult spot, looking for a one-time fix
- Large enterprises that have bottomless pockets

19 | www.sellforte.com

Solution 4: SaaS solutions for marketing attribution

Pros:
- Continuous updates
- Actionable insights & recommendations
- Results-driven partner (subscription businesses depend on delivering continuous 
growth)

Price:
- Usually quite cost-efficient, but you don’t get to keep the expertise in-house
- Onboarding and setting up systems can feel a bit overwhelming

Who is it for
- Companies seeking competitive advantages through technology
- Companies that have agile organization structure that is able to integrate external 
partners into processes

ROMI SOLUTION ALTERNATIVES

http://www.sellforte.com/


How to choose your approach

What kind of companies should stick with in-housing:

Best for small or huge companies. Building in-house marketing analytics teams 
requires either simple (online-based) media-mix with relatively similar marketing 
activities, or massive budget for entire analytics department & years or R&D to 
make sense of the vast + complicated data sets huge advertisers (+10 000M€ 
yearly turnover) have:

Pros: Possibility to keep all things in-house, possibility to use all sales and margin
data, full objectivity & transparency in the results, no vendor dependency

Cons: Very high implementation & customization costs (multiple data
scientist/engineer working years), long lead time (+6 months, after which the
modeling should be continuous though), mostly simple modeling that cannot
attribute offline media uplifts accurately.

20 | www.sellforte.com

What kind of companies are in the best position to integrate new & 
innovative solutions:

Best for large companies (+150M€-10 000M€ yearly turnover) due to cloud 
solutions’ capability to process millions of rows of data and measure offline media 
investments’ ROMI unparalleled cost-efficiency, when the monthly fee is compared 
to bottom-line impact (incremental margin):

Pros: More granular & accurate insights (as more data can be used in the 
modeling), almost as transparent as in-house solutions, fast to implement & cost-
effective to upkeep.

Cons: Might be difficult in the beginning to integrate into everyday processes, 
requires recent sales & marketing data from past 2-3 years, only available for 
companies with +150M€ yearly turnover (at the moment).

http://www.sellforte.com/


HOW TO GET STARTED

After the first results: Basic level

Step 1: After gathering your first results from ROMI modeling, whether it is from 
excel or from the company’s business analyst, it’s time to think how to improve 
these results. ROMI modeling is an endless game in which you can get better, but 
you are never done; a vicious cycle of productivity. So, the best way to move 
forward is to add more data sources concerning factors that can affect the total ROI 
for marketing activities. It is important to notice that you do not need to find every 
possible data source that is available, only ones that carry the biggest impact. 
ROMI modeling is never 100 % correct.

Step #2: Once you’ve gathered enough data to feel that the results are more
trustworthy, a pragmatic steppingstone would be to start testing your results inside 
the company. This can be done by asking your colleagues whether your calculations 
make any sense and/or showcasing to your superior that you are trying to solve 
these kinds of issues.

Step #3: It’s essential that significant parties (colleagues, analysts, leaders, etc.) are 
on the same page of trustworthiness regarding the results mustered because the 
next stage would be implementing your findings in actual business decisions. 
Especially in the media mix, different kinds of media channels have dependency on 
each other, so by chiseling off or making additions to one group you will also see 
changes in other mediums as well.

21 | www.sellforte.com

Before starting your next/first ROMI modeling project, make sure this is not 
just your project. Talk to other stakeholders like Finance, Sales & IT about 
your thoughts about ROMI modeling inside the company, but also to your 

partners outsides the company. Talk to business about their need and wishes 
on what should be the outputs of ROMI modeling so that it would have 

multiple use cases immediately.

!

http://www.sellforte.com/


HOW TO GET STARTED

After the first results: Pro level

Agile piloting

Supported by a CMO who aspires for adaptation and continuous success breeds 
value creation, transitioning from a collective brain with a collective headache to 
agile teams with a guerrilla mindset. 

Agile pilots have proven to show a neutral platform for objectivity and transparency, 
focusing on solutions and improving optimization. The process of agile marketing 
goes as follows:

1. Measuring your team: Creating teams that fit the description of morale durability 
and like-mindedness these agile teams need to be met with the same expectations 
of their work.

2. The evolving currency: Utilizing analytics systems to identify opportunities, your 
agile teams will generate experiments with the sole aim of refining their goals with 
the collected data.

3. Checkpoint: An essential aspect during any process – sharing all interested 
parties your discoveries/solutions. Each checkpoint presents the opportunity to 
have a fresh pair of eyes to digest, perceive, and file input which can help with 
roadblocks, but also build rapport and transparency the included parties.

4. Scalability: The beauty of agile teams is that accountability is diffused evenly, and
pressure is eased off their project to an extent, despite the intense devotion effort 
every team commits. Through this method, scalability can be matched on an 
enterprise level.

22 | www.sellforte.com
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Getting started
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Each market, industry, and company is different. 
The most effective media depends on several 
factors: customers, competition, geography, and 
so on. One needs to think about the goals of 
marketing activities. 

However, making more sales and margin should 
be goal number one of marketing. Success can't 
be always measured after one week of the 
activity, though. Ongoing monitoring is 
important, as it also enables relevant, agile 
testing.

Free Demo Session

Getting a head start
Itching to get into the actual modeling already?

Request a free demo session and take a look 
how today’s state-of-the-art ROMI modeling
solutions enable marketers to achiece.

http://www.sellforte.com/
https://www.sellforte.com/get-started

